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From the Chairman

The President’s Piece

We all have our own views on
the stamp issues from the Royal
Mail and I recently had the
opportunity the join a Royal Mail
Special Stamp ‘focus group’
seeking to obtain the views of
customers of new stamp issues.
It all started with a phone call
from the market research
organisation employed by Royal
Mail to persuade a group of customers from their
mailing list to attend a session. On arrival at the
meeting I was asked to confirm that I was the person
to whom the invitation had been sent and was then
handed an envelope containing £50 in used notes (to
cover my ‘expenses’!). Eventually, there were seven
of us (three ladies and four men) drinking tea and
wondering what form the meeting would take. We
were ushered into a conference room by a young lady
from the market research organisation who provided
us with paper and pencils and told us we would be
taking part in an informal chat on special stamps. We
introduced ourselves and it was apparent that not
everyone was a philatelist or even a stamp collector.
One lady said she just liked to put special stamps on
the letters to her friends and relations and bought the
issues she liked. Three others said they collected
every new issue regardless what it was (including Post
& Go). The remainder, like me, bought special issues
when the subject was interesting or they fitted into a
thematic collection. We started by being asked what
we liked or disliked about the current stamp issuing
policy (a subject I could have gone on about for ages!)
Some of the comments we made were: too many sets,
too many miniature sheets, too many high values, not
enough second class, poor availability at Post Offices,
poor designs, too many issues without a reason (e.g.
an anniversary) etc. We were then asked to look at
groups of presentation packs on a subject and say
which sets of stamps we liked and which we did not,
and why? Finally, we were asked which subjects,
from a list supplied, we thought should become new
issues, and how the subject should be interpreted on
stamps; also we were asked what subjects we would
like to see on stamps in the future (my suggestions:
British ferns, seaweed, Arctic exploration). Altogether,
it was a fascinating couple of hours and one I would
be happy to repeat. I only hope that our suggestions
will be taken seriously by Royal Mail. Only time will
tell!
Alan Godfrey

Unlike our Chairman I think I would
fail the entrance test to join a focus
group. My collecting does not
extend to modern material, so my
views might be considered a little
mis-aligned. However, this is the
very
essence
of
collecting.
Everyone has different reasons for
collecting what they do. I struggle
to think of any other hobby where
your fellow club member can have
a totally different way of enjoying their hobby, yet still
share the same joys and pitfalls; share each other’s
company – often beyond the constraints of collecting;
share what we have collected; and also happily share
our collective knowledge. Can anyone come up with a
better “win-win” hobby?
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We have had a very good season of meetings this
year. Since Christmas we have welcomed at least 10
guest speakers either individually or part of a Society
visit. That means we will have had 10 opportunities to
see 10 different collections on 10 different subjects;
and of course take in 10 sets of ideas to translate into
improving our own collections – either materially or in
ways of writing up. That’s not bad membership value I
think. Of course, we are always happy to welcome
visitors and prospective members. Perhaps we could
use this sort of information as part of enticing waverers
to come along and see what we get up to twice a
month - and I haven’t even mentioned members’
displays and competitions!
I have many times in the past advocated collectors to
not only belong to their local Society but to join a
specialist Society that specifically caters for their own
field of interest. As you know, I also collect postal
history and recently I had the honour of being elected
as Chairman to the Midlands (GB) Postal History
Society. This does not mean I shall be disposing of my
stamps; I shall simply be adding to my knowledge of
postal history from many more experienced and well
informed collectors than myself – and likely adding to
the collection of “old letters”, if allowed to.
We are fast approaching the summer and the
traditional time when stamps get put away for a month
or two, but do remember we begin meetings again on
st
Thursday 1 September. I very much look forward to
seeing you then.
Malcolm Allinson
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EDITORIAL
Whilst we haven’t had a Newsletter
for a while (OK, since December
last year if you really must know,) it
feels like only last week I was
writing the Editorial for it. They say
that time goes quicker as you get
older, and I cannot disagree with
that at the moment.
Here at Tysoe Towers there is
always something cropping up that needs to be done
before I can retire to the stamp room for an evening, or
whole weekend if I am VERY lucky. . At this time of
year garden duty starts to take on a higher priority –
but only to prevent neighbours ostracising us for
having better types of weeds. I am sure that you all
can identify with my plight, and I am not being
negative about it. I enjoy all of the things that need
doing but not always at the expense of my collecting!
With this in mind, I think this hobby of ours is the
perfect activity that can be picked up and put down at
will or when other things need attention. As I said on
the front page, we all collect in different ways and let it
always be so.
Of course if your desire is to display to others or enter
competitions then the rules change a bit. It is
absolutely fine to collect exactly what you like, even
hundreds of penny reds with the same shade, and
keep it all safe in a box or a stock book, but displaying
to others is a different animal completely. I always ask
myself, “Would I be entertained by what I am
displaying? Does it look good? Is there sufficient
variety to be of interest to my audience (who may not
even collect what I am displaying)? ” Thus there are
some unwritten rules about displaying. We may not
like them or wish to adhere to them but to ignore them
is to not give a good account of yourself or your
material, and at worse alienate the very people you
are there to entertain.

away and by a new one at half the price, or spend
time effort and lots more money getting the said trusty
steed working again? No need to reply on this one.
We collectors traditionally have short arms and long
pockets, but even spending on a new printer can raise
an uncontrolled sweat. “That’s the price of a whole
stamp!” or “I can get two maps for that much.” are
random thoughts.
Just enough room to wish you a fruitful summer,
whether with real fruit from your garden or philatelic
fruit from summer purchases at all of the Fairs you are
going to visit. Finally as is now customary, I would like
to thank Robin Jarman; Paul Veal, Chris Jackson,
Lyel Swingler, Pete Elms, David Gillespie, Sergio
Andrioli and Alan Godfrey for their contributions to
this edition of Halcyon.
Malcolm Allinson

SOCIETY PROGRAMME
Our new season commences in September with an
exciting array and variety of meetings. The first
half of the season is listed here. Do come along.
Disappointment cannot be reversed!
September 1

st

September 15 Guest Speaker: Keith Downing –
Tramways.
th
October 6
Guest Speaker: Steve Harrison –
GB Registered Mail
th

October 20
rd
November 3
November 17
December 1

Despite summer distractions, I am getting on with all
sorts of collecting areas. Material is piling up in boxes,
bags and stockbooks. Some is recorded and
catalogued, a lot isn’t. You will of course all identify
with this state of affairs and like me wish to have more
time. The latest external problem to hit the “Stamp
Room” is that the printer has packed up. Do I throw it
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th

st

December 15
Stakes are raised even further when entering
competitive philately. The rules are there to be
followed – to the letter! Many a time over the years I
have spoken with owners of competition entries, even
at national levels, who have been disappointed with
the result awarded to them only to find that they have
simply failed to follow the rules. Crazy things like
submitting 8 sheets in a 9 sheet competition; not
providing an Introduction to the entry; sometimes not
even writing up the pages. All of these omissions
result in fewer marks from the judge, so it really is up
to the entrant to ensure that he/she has put enough
effort into each marking category to get the marks.
Please don’t blame the judges, they ARE following the
rules.

Season curtain raiser: Mini Auction
th

th

Society visit by Hinckley & District PS
Members Single Sheet Competition –
Any subject.
Guest Speaker: Dave Mountford –
FIGAS / Falklands External Mails
Guest Speaker: Laurence Kimpton –
Imperial Airways
The Committee Entertains

Other Philatelic Events for the Diary
The next few regional and national events are listed
together here. Please add these events to your
diaries, and support them by attending where you can.
Only patronage helps ensure these events continue.
(Details may change. Please check with event organiser for
confirmation.)
th

th

14 – 17 September 2016
STAMPEX
BDC Islington
LONDON N1 0QH
th
th
4 – 5 November 2016
STAFFORD Stamp Show
Staffordshire County Showground
Weston Road
STAFFORD
ST18 0BD
If you know of any similar sized Fair that you think
should be listed here please let your Editor know
Copyright © Redditch Philatelic Society 2016
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SOCIETY MEETING REPORTS
Thursday 21st January 2016
Guest Speaker: John Smith
Transatlantic Mail
For our enjoyment this evening we had an excellent
display on transatlantic airmail from John Smith. The
talk was given in John's usual informative and friendly
style and whilst the material was naturally mainly
covers even our non-envelope collectors were happy
with seeing the various stamps shown on those
covers.
We started with the South Atlantic, featuring the three
major countries to tackle this route prior to the end of
World War II; namely France, Germany and Italy. The
French were first in the field, completing the leg to
Senegal in West Africa by 1925. Flying there was not
easy as any forced landing could result in being
captured and held to ransom by local tribes or even
worse. A similar route finding operation began in
South America and by 1928 the French were ready to
begin regular flights from Buenos Aires. We saw
several first flight covers, which John said he liked
despite others being of the opposite opinion. With the
amalgamation of various French airlines into Air
France in 1933, greater progress was made with the
introduction of a permanent all-air service to South
America in 1936.
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The second half of John's talk transferred to the North
Atlantic airmail routes. Again flying distance over
water was a major factor. The first idea was to use the
great ocean liners of the 1920s and 1930s as a
springboard to facilitate the earlier delivery of mail.
This was done by the use of a catapult mounted on
the liner, from which a small aeroplane could be
launched when the ship was about a day away from
its destination. Examples of British, French, German
and American efforts were shown with the USA even
trying a type of mail pick up system as used on the
railways.
The last part of the talk focused on the British and
American efforts to set up a direct air service between
the two countries, which really was a case of the USA
being ready with its Boeing 314 Clippers and this
country not so, although we did try with the Short S30
and Short Mayo Composite. Of course during the War
this North Atlantic service was vital in many ways and
John showed aspects of this.
As usual we had an excellent display from John who
was given an enthusiastic round of applause at the
end. Being an airmail collector myself I marvelled at
the many wonderful covers displayed but my personal
favourites were not covers at all. They were the story
book of Jean Mermoz, the pioneer French aviator,
written as a comic strip and the large photograph of
the catapult ship Westfalen with a Dornier Wal on
board.
Robin Jarman

Inaugural flight France to South America. Registered
postcard with first Airmail stamps of France. Cancelled Nice
nd
February 29 1928, the flight left Toulouse on March 2

By far the most hazardous part of the journey was that
over the Atlantic Ocean due to its great distance. The
Germans decided that catapult ships were the way to
go, as restrictions following their defeat in World War I
meant that it was not possible for them to develop long
range aircraft. Initially there was one ship positioned in
mid-ocean but soon two were used to make the
system safer. We saw rare test flight covers from 1933
and the service commenced the following year. The
Spanish Civil War meant that they had to change their
European stopover from Seville and naturally the
whole operation ceased in August 1939.
The Italian effort did not begin until December 1939
and John showed a rare crash cover from the first
return flight from the plane which came down in the
Atlas Mountains. We also saw Prisoner of War mail
sent from a sailor who had been aboard the Graf Spey
in Uruguay. The service finished in December 1941 as
the USA and Britain felt that the Italians were using
the flights as a cover for spying on shipping and these
countries persuaded the Brazilians to deny fuel to the
Italians.
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MS Westfalen with Dornier on board

Dornier J Wal ‘Borea’ (D-AGAT) taking off from
MS Westfalen heading towards Antarctica
on one of seven expedition flights.
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Thursday 4th February 2016
Guest Speaker: Colin Searle
The Philatelic Congress of GB & Malta.
Colin introduced his first subject by explaining how he
first became involved with the Philatelic Congress of
Great Britain (PCGB), by helping to organise the 2008
Congress in Stratford upon Avon, after which, he was
asked by Gerald Marriner to join the organising team.
Until 1908 there was no national body representing
philately in the UK although 76 societies were in
existence.
Fred Melville was responsible for
organising the first PCGB, which was held in 1909 in
Manchester. PCGB became the governing body for
philately until the British Philatelic Association was
founded in 1925 (succeeded by the BPF in 1976 and
the ABPS in 1993). The first Congress had a Post
Office inside the hall, speakers were given certificates,
souvenir post cards were produced and an illustrated
banquet menu was given to delegates.
The 1910 Congress was held in London where special
labels and a handbook for the event were produced.
The following year the PCGB moved to Birmingham.
More labels were issued, including some imperforate
and some with inverted centres. Delegates were
invited to visit Cadbury’s at Bourneville and Warwick
Castle, where Daisy, Countess of Warwick greeted
them. She was presented with a unique book
containing the speakers’ talks and photographs,
labels, menus and much information on Congress.
Colin acquired this book in a very poor state and had it
rebound, which he passed round for all to see.
The following Congresses moved around the country
meeting every year, except 1941-5 during the Second
World War. Venues included: Margate, Edinburgh,
Newcastle, Harrogate, Bath, Glasgow, Cambridge,
Liverpool, Nottingham, Torquay, Brighton, Paignton,
Folkestone,
Bournemouth,
Tunbridge
Wells,
Felixstowe and Southport. The coastal locations were
especially popular. Colin displayed a large quantity of
souvenirs from these meetings, labels on covers,
handbooks, menus, a postal order and even cigar
packets complete with the Congress labels. Overall a
fascinating and a unique display.
The subject of Colin’s second half display was “Malta”.
He explained that he had spent two years living in
Malta in the 1950s (as a schoolboy), which launched
his interest in Malta’s stamps and postal history. Colin
showed some of the earliest items from 1857 with the
barred “M” postmark used on British stamps, followed
by covers cancelled with the “A25” barred duplex
handstamp, which included an unusual inverted date
slug: “1856” which should have been “1859”. All the
later stamps of Malta were represented up to Malta
becoming a republic in 1974. Of special interest was
a set of stamps sent by Lady Mountbatten inscribed
“Stamps from Mummy”. Lady Mountbatten lived at the
Villa Guardamangia, which was also the holiday home
of Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip from 1946 to
1951. This was another interesting display brought to
life by Colin’s knowledge of the islands.
Alan Godfrey
Society Newsletter No. 28 Spring 2016
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Thursday 18th February 2016
One-sheet Displays after the AGM
There were so many displays put up tonight I regretted
not learning shorthand. Apologies to anyone who got
short (or wrong) measure.
Bob Harper started us off with a sheet on the
Hurricane WW2 fighter, rather overshadowed by its
glamorous rival the Spitfire. Then it was the Lockheed
C130 Hercules from the 1950s, still flying and still in
production. Finally
(right) the Lockheed
Constellation, “not a
tube, curves like a
dolphin”.
Howard
Hughes got the first
60 and one is still
flying in Australia.
Lyel Swingler explained a Graf Zeppelin flight –
Rotterdam to Zurich, and then showed a ship’s letter
of 1833, on the back - a packed “Review of Boston
Market”. Finally Lyel put up a sheet of traditional
stamps of Curacao from 1918.
Malcolm Allinson began with a cover posted in the
Uniform 4d Postage era, 1839-40 showing a unique
Blackburn handstruck
‘4’. This was followed
by a sheet of Cape of
Good Hope triangles
(1853–1864) and then
a February 1806 map
of Cumberland (Laurie
and
Whittle’s
‘Completion of the
Road to the Lakes’);
the last of a series of
three of the whole
route from London.
(left)

Len Bruton put up a sheet of diamond-shaped
stamps and also some personalised stamps with his
granddaughter on. I’d never seen any of these before
and was reassured Len’s granddaughter wasn’t the
Queen!
Ralph Richardson showed us a
penny black bought in Chester for
£30. This must have been a very
long
time
ago
judging
by
catalogues
prices
nowadays.
Ralph’s second sheet showed the
first 1/2d stamps of “the new reign”
(i.e. that of King Edward VIII) and a
1936 cover sent to Switzerland with three stamps on it
– George V, Edward VIII and George VI; all of these
stamps of course valid for use at the end of that year.
Pete Elms began with a Redditch cover addressed to
thirties star Mary Pickford, sent via New York to
Hollywood. Then he showed a 1911 copy of a
Copyright © Redditch Philatelic Society 2016
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Mulready envelope, and a cover that had trouble being
delivered, addressed to “Davenport”. I googled it and
the only place I could see was a district of Stockport.
Pete’s final sheet was an 1836 exhibit of the
Piscatorial Society.
Brian Philips displayed a number of colourful fdc’s on
various themes – cars, rugby league (nice picture of
Rugby School on this one!), lighthouses etc. Most had
special meter-marks that related to either the
commemoration or the stamps theme.
Chris Jackson first showed two photocopies; of a
1797 Post Office notice explaining how people should
send bank notes through the post by cutting the note
in two halves and posting them separately; then a
sketch map from the Post Office Surveyors note book
of a proposed local post route through Studley. These
were followed by a strip map (road map) from the
Gentleman’s Magazine of 1765 of the London to
Aberystwyth road which traversed the county through
Evesham and Worcester. We would recognise most of
the route today as the A44. We also saw a map of
1741 of the major roads and a local map of the route
Buckingham to Bridgnorth which also ran through the
County, in fact closer to home in that the road came
through Headless Cross just yards from our meeting
place. Chris completed his offering with two old
postcards – the ‘Redditch Albions’ football team which
he says needs further research, and the White Lion
Inn public house which was near the old fire station
site in Red Lion Street. Those ‘old Redditch‘ members
will know where that was.
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Malcolm
Allinson
had
forgotten this sheet earlier,
despite it being on show on
another board! We thus saw
a display page showing some
high value King George VI £1
‘Nyasa
Keyplates’
with
examples from Nyasaland,
Bermuda
and
Leeward
Islands.
David Gillespie showed four nice sheets of Russian
stamps from the 1870s to 1938. He remarked that the
designs tended to be patriotic but rather austere.
Nevertheless they have a beauty in their own right and
are typical of that period. Thanks David for keeping it
simple.
Alan Godfrey was last to show and he gave us ‘New
Additions’. First we saw a Kenilworth cover sent to
Henley in Arden under the Penny Post in 1839. Inside
there was a poster advertising the sale of Birbury
Wharf. Now known as Birdingbury, this same pub is
for sale again now, but at a rather higher price. Next
we were shown some “bus mail”; one reproduced
here, an envelope sent on 11th November 1970 by an
agent in Stratford-upon-Avon to the offices of the
Evesham Journal.

Robin Jarman showed a busy sheet comprising an
aero cover, a portrait of aviator Jean Mermoz, and an
aeroplane. This was “a flight which never happened”,
quoted Robin, from Santiago to London in 1930.

The item was put on a Stratford-upon-Avon Blue
Motors Ltd bus at 14.00. The 2/- charge was paid with
two 1/- (5p) parcel labels. This service would have
been illegal as simple carriage of a letter and clearly
the item was not a parcel. However, since the Post
Office did not operate such an express letter service, it
was accepted as legitimate.
st

1 Attempt at Return Flight of Comte de la Vaulx 1930.
Postal Markings: Santiago 4/6/30 (x2) with special cachet in
red. On reverse 2 20c stamps cancelled 4/6/30.

Robin then showed another cover sent from Santiago
to a London address, an Air France Christmas and
New Year postcard of 1936 and finally a sheet of
1960s stamps of Chile commemorating 150 years of
national government.
Sergio Andrioli showed a cover and letter to the
coxswain of a British ship dated 1909. The ship sank
in 1917, so Sergio cannot be blamed for that!
Society Newsletter No. 28 Spring 2016

Somewhere in the middle of the above expositions I
showed two greetings telegrams from 1941 and 1966
and a sheet of free material – curious postmarks etc.
After this philatelic panorama Alan concluded the
meeting by introducing a new member, Bill Bilford.
Welcome Bill.
Paul Veal
Editor’s note: Paul has done an excellent job describing all
of the wonderful material displayed tonight, and if anything
has been missed - which I think not - we can only blame
ourselves for making it such a good meeting. Perhaps in
future, displaying members should provide whoever
volunteers to do the write up of similar meetings with a short
paragraph themselves describing their display?
Copyright © Redditch Philatelic Society 2016
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Thursday 3rd March 2016
Society Visit from Leamington and
Warwick PS
Tonight we were entertained by four members of
Leamington and Warwick PS.
First to display was Maggie Bence, who showed us
copious examples from her collection of Penguins, or
Spheniscinae. We went through in alphabetical order
starting with A for Adele. Many titles were used, some
appropriate such as Emperor, Gentoo, Jackass; other
were at first thought slightly removed such as
Dreamworks or Treaty of Antarctica. When explained
it all made sense, but probably did anyway to any
thematic collector. Dreamworks is the animation film
company who created the charming cartoon film
“Happy Feet” and the Treaty of Antarctica (1961) gave
absolute protection to all penguin species. So no
marks to your scribe for observation.
Our second display was from Steve Bence who
showed us his British Perfin collection. At least one of
our members was spotted drooling; others may have
disguised it better. Joseph Sloper is credited with the
idea as a security device for private companies stocks
of stamps. The Post Office gave permission to
“deface” stamps by this method on 13 March 1868, yet
the earliest known example is of 28 February 1868.
Perhaps the Post Office was railroaded a bit into their
decision. They have been produced right through to
the present day- the latest known used example is of a
st
2013 1 Class large letter Machin stamp used in July
2015. Of course later examples may now exist. We
were treated to many examples of these perfins. The
GB Perfin Society has undertaken the mammoth task
of recording all examples, by owner; dates; varieties,
dates of use, etc. The data runs to 15 volumes, and
Steve said that the whole work had only just been
completed – 26 years after starting. Truly a colossal
project!
Our third display came from Dr John Gledhill, who
showed us overprinted Postal Orders. Introduced in
1881, Postal Orders superseded Post Office Money
Orders which were very awkward to operate. There
were some teething problems. An example is that they
could be cashed in India, but those bought in India
could not be cashed here. Eventually their use
spanned the whole Empire. Postal Orders contain in
their value poundage as the fee to the Post office for
their administration. Those overprinted abroad in the
country of issue were allowed additional poundage
which was added to the standard fee. Seventy five
countries are known to have issued overprinted British
Postal Orders; for most of them no examples are
known to exist. This is an indication of their rarity. As
another illustration, over 20 million high value postal
orders were printed; their known existence is in 10’s.
The main reason for this is the documents were
destroyed once accounted for and people didn’t keep
them as in practice they were just a means of money
transfer.
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Our final speaker was Toby Mottram who showed us
Leamington Spa Postal History. As with nearly all
Postal History collectors Toby’s desire is to get an
example of every cancellation. Always a difficult task
but from what we saw Toby is well on the way. We
began in Warwick with a Warwick Penny Post
Receiving House “No1”, followed by many circular
marks of different diameters. We saw examples of
marks from the uniform 4d period (Leamington did not
have a handstruck 4 in that short period) then the
Uniform 1d (pre-stamp) period. We moved on to just
Leamington with a Maltese Cross study 1840 – 1844,
with lots of statistical information of its use on 1d
Black, 1d Red and 2d Blue stamps. It is only possible
to be sure of a Leamington Maltese Cross when it is
accompanied on the letter by a cds – and there are
many varieties of those we were told! Toby concluded
by moving on to Duplex cancels (444 for Leamington)
plus many of the sub Offices which followed in
numerical sequence, and a Leamington Spoon cancel.
Malcolm Allinson

Saturday 19th March 2016
The Annual Society Stamp
and Postcard Auction
Whilst the event was held on Saturday, members had
been hard at work over many months previously
putting things together. The day itself was rather like a
swan moving slowly upstream; on top, the serene
elegance and grace; underneath – absolute mayhem.

No shot exists of “underneath”, but the above shows
“all is well on top” at our Annual Auction.

Of course in order to confine the chaos to beneath the
waterline, members had been hard at work over
previous months; putting the catalogue together;
getting copies out to prospective bidders; organising
the venue; receiving material; checking it matches the
descriptions. I could add a lot more of these tasks but
they are of course all beneath the waterline. .
Sufficient to say that everyone enjoyed the Auction;
both vendors and buyers alike. We had our usual
compliment of visitors from all parts of the Midlands
including a few visiting for the first time, and the usual
multitude of bids from long standing collectors who live
further away. Results were encouraging in that we
able to find new homes for 70% of the material. This
gives all of the workers a lot of satisfaction to see their
efforts of paddling uphill have been amply rewarded.
Malcolm Allinson
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Thursday 7th April 2016
Members Show and Tell:
A true and faithful record of events
leading up to and during the performance.

fighter/bomber, also the Halifax and the Victor - all
designed and built by Handley Page.

The evening’s proceedings opened with an obviously
rehearsed jocular interchange between Mr Alan
Godfrey (Master of Ceremonies) and Mr Christopher
Jackson (a player). This eventually ground to a halt
and was immediately replaced by Mr. Jackson’s recital
on the subject of the annual auction. This was very
successful (the Auction that is!). 70% of lots were sold,
(previous years typically 55-60%).

was a former county in the north-west of England,
subsequently absorbed into the county of Cumbria.
Strangely similar names, eh?)
These envelopes have

The scenery was now reset for Act 2. Mr. Lyel
Swingler proceeded to eulogize over envelopes,
recently acquired on eBay. Many of these were well
travelled’ including several to Birmingham, one from
Amsterdam, a flight cover from Malta, and a cover
from Curacao to Surinam via Trinidad. Lyle then
moved on to a Bomber Command commemorative
cover, in recognition of food drops over the
Netherlands in the War, followed by a brief discourse
on flushing, this proved to be the noun and not the
verb. We then learnt that the correct gap was essential
(on postcards), for if the gap between the stamp and
the top line of writing was too small, severe penalties
were administered, including application of a label
reading ‘incorrect gap’, or similar sentiments.
rd

The 3 Act brought Mr. Paul Veal presenting a
selection of stamps from Sharjah, not a condiment as
it turned out, but a short-lived stamp-issuing
Sheikhdom, formerly part of the Trucial States and in
1971 becoming one of the six states of the UAE. He
then moved to Esher, although only spiritually as he
proceeded to show postcards and a cigarette card, all
depicting that town. Clermont is nearby, commissioned
in 1768-74 by Clive (of India - but precise address
unknown), and who died before it was completed.
Clermont is now a Girls’ School. Sandown Park
racecourse found itself at the northern end of the High
Street, and it was at one of these, that Paul tasted his
one and only banana during his formative years. Sadly
this writer did not record whether it was in the High
Street or at the Racecourse, but Paul can be
contacted in order to clarify the omission. As his
encore, Paul showed a 1927 card depicted
Brooklands motor racing circuit.
We then took a well-deserved refreshment interval to
partake of tea and coffee, which was followed by Act 4
from Mr Peter Elms together with his much-travelled
covers, two of these with pairs of 2d blue stamps, and
both were sent to African locations.
Act 5 swiftly followed, introduced by Mr. Robert Harper
with his troupe of aircraft pictures and stamps. His
attentive audience learnt that the A320 Airbus was the
first fly-by-wire aircraft, that Airbus had built a supertransporter known as the ‘Beluga’’ and that the A380
was the biggest Airliner in the world. Bob’s display
included pictures of a First World War bomber, the
Hampden
Second
World
War
twin-engine
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The following act, Act 6, featured a walk-on part by Mr.
Malcolm Allinson promoting envelopes of a
Cumberland nature (NB - for younger readers Cumberland

come to occupy a former large void in his life – as has
been previously reported in these pages, and this was
their first coming-out. The display included single-ring
cancels from various towns and villages in the county;
an 1899 Certificate of Posting for a registered package
and an early incoming telegram were included.
Act 6 featured the writer, whom your Editor has judged
to merit a few unedited column-inches, sufficient to
say that the subject was Belgium’s Orval Abbey, and
we were discoursed upon a number of semi-postal
stamps and miniature sheets.
Moving rapidly on to Act 7, Mr. Christopher Jackson
reappeared on stage accompanied by a swarm of
Dudley ‘263’ numerical cancels, also including both
‘293’ and ‘392’ misprint errors. Subtitled ’21 stamps 21 covers’. Chris’s parting gesture was to present
other Dudley cancels, both circular and vertically oval.
The remaining protagonist of the opening Act, our
Master of Ceremonies, reappeared as Act 8 to
demonstrate Falklands telephone cards. Depicted
were Penguins, through to Stanley Cathedral via antiaircraft missiles. There were examples of cards
available only to services personnel, there remaining a
significant military presence following the 1982 war.
The foregoing cards were of the usual plastic
composition. Alan then displayed some folded
cardboard ‘phone cards which included adverts, now
largely used for Wi-Fi access rather than as telephone
cards.
Mr. Robin Jarman completed our entertainment for the
evening and Act 9 unfolded. The three ingredients
were philately, photography and Lepidoptera, majoring
on the latter. 27 sheets populated the display boards,
mostly photos and stamps showing butterflies (for that
is Lepidoptera), but no envelopes. A developing trend
me-think.
We learnt that there are 59 species of British breeding
butterflies, this definition excluding occasional
travellers and migration species. Robin still has 8,
widely separated species to ‘spot’. For animal
activists, this is a painless procedure for the butterflies
but not necessarily for Robin. One of the remaining
species, and the next one on Robin’s list, is domiciled
in a remote location on the edge of Dartmoor, or was it
Orkney?
Before the curtain descended, the highlight of the
epilogue presented by Mr. Alan Godfrey, was the
thanking of the entire cast - for being.
David Gillespie
Copyright © Redditch Philatelic Society 2016
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Thursday 21st April 2016
Members Displays – ‘Queen Elizabeth’
By a quirk of forward thinking from our Programme
Secretary or, more than likely, sheer co-incidence,
tonight’s subject fits very well. Today is our Queen’s
th
90 birthday and we wish her many congratulations.
By way of a small celebration, 7 members provided
displays on the theme. Malcolm Allinson showed
part of his collection of Machin Pound stamps and
then travelled back to the Wildings from the early
years of the Queens reign. Paul Veal followed and
combined his family history with Queen Elizabeth.
During the Queens Royal Tour of 1953/54 she visited
RAF El Asdem in Libya where Paul’s father in law was
stationed as Air Traffic Controller. We saw a number
of private photographs of the Queen meeting various
dignitaries and officers, concluding with the stamps
th
th
from Her Majesty’s 60 and 80 birthdays. For postal
historians RAF El Adem is Field Post Office 534.
Len Bruton displayed the recent items from the Isle of
Man commemoratives; a birthday FDC and a coin
cover. Pete Elms then showed us a variety of items
with royalty links; a quarter sheet of a 1967 error on
th
the QE I stamp., the Queen Mothers 90 birthday
stamps; various stamps from the Queens reign, and
finally in the true spirit of lateral thinking, a missing
colour error on the 1967 QEII Cunard ship stamp.
Bob Harper showed us material which had just been
issued today; the Queens 90th birthday stamps in
miniature sheet – both with and without barcode for
those of us who consider such varieties, together with
the retail booklet and the Prestige book. Mick Such
followed a similar vein showing stamps of Royal
Commemorations. The 1953 Coronation Omnibus, the
th
1977 Silver Jubilee, the Diamond Jubilee, 60
th
birthday, Golden Jubilee, 80 birthday and Golden
Wedding all featured. Mick continued in the second
half of the evening showing more royalty material for
th
th
40 Anniversary of Accession, 80 birthday Trooping
the Colour, Longest Reigning Monarch issue, Six
th
Decades of Royal Portraits and 90 birthday. Mick
sobered us all up by finishing with the Shakespeare
omnibus stating that in all of this we had forgotten the
Bards birthday, anniversary of his death (the same
date) and also that today is also St. George’s Day.
David Gillespie began with a witty treatise on
‘Envelopes manufactured in the reign of Queen
Elizabeth II.’ We saw white ones, brown ones, some
produced abroad – both white and brown. We saw
coloured envelopes, some bi-coloured where the
inside is of a different colour to the outside. David has
also catalogued a number of hybrid envelopes – which
he defines as stiff or not stiff. These also come in
colours grey and brown (including shades). Just
before we all convulsed uncontrollably, David returned
to a more sober route and showed us stamps from
Belgium and Roumania; showing Queen Elizabeth of
both countries respectively - Queen Elisabeth of
Belgium (1876 – 1965), Queen Consort to King Albert
I; and Queen Elizabeth of Romania (1843-1916)
Consort to King Carol I.
Society Newsletter No. 28 Spring 2016
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Alan Godfrey completed our evening, beginning with
a Queen Elizabeth Corsini letter from Antwerp to
London. He then moved on to his more familiar
subject and showed Explorer and Polar items relating
to that first Elizabethan era. We saw five sheets
relating to the Elizabethan explorers Frobisher, Davis,
Hudson, Gilbert and Raleigh. Alan moved on to
Falkland islands material showing various Queen
Elizabeth related stamps; the 1992 set of the sighting
of the Falklands; the 2000 set of Kings and Queens,
finally the 1993 set of the Farewell Voyage of the QEII.
From what at first seemed a very narrow subject, the
evening produced many colourful displays, tackled in
a pleasant variety of styles and fashions. The whole
evening encouraged many good talking points
amongst the audience, which is what these sort of
evenings are all about I think.
Malcolm Allinson

Thursday 5th May 2016
Society Visit from Streetly PS
Streetly society visited us at our first meeting in May
with their chairman Stephen Harrison starting the
evening off by saying that “This is the last time Streetly
society will visit Redditch!” We wondered what
diplomatic incident we had caused until he then went
st
on to explain that on the 1 September their society
would change its name to Sutton Coldfield Philatelic
Society to better reflect the demography of its
membership.
Malcolm Hughes started off the evening with 5 frames
of ‘Aspects of the Falkland Islands’. He started by
explaining how the islands had become to be named
after Lord Falkland who was Treasurer of the Navy at
the time. The earliest items were the rectangular and
circular framed ‘Falkland/ Paid/ Islands’ handstamps.
st
The 1 issue in 1878/9 was based on Canadian and
Transvaal stamps. Later changes to postal rates
meant that bisects had to be used until the correct
value stamps arrived. When Queen Victoria died there
were substantial stocks of stamps so KEVII stamps did
not come in for over 2 years and QV stamps can be
found in use up to 1907. A very comprehensive
display with detailed explanation of the background to
the use of the stamps.
Stephen Harrison completed the first half with a
display from the Streetly Society own collection, which
centres on the U.S. Army Post Office which was set up
in Sutton Coldfield in 1943 and became the centre of
all mail for U.S. Forces within Europe during the latter
years of WWII. There were photographs of the
buildings at the time and currently in a somewhat
dilapidated state. Numerous examples of letters were
shown which were sent out, returned and sent out
again once the clerks had found where a particular
soldier was at any one time. Quite often the US Army
Post Office was unable to trace the whereabouts of a
soldier due to poor addressing and units being named
which did not exist.
Copyright © Redditch Philatelic Society 2016
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John Walker showed his U.S. Civil War patriotic
covers in the second half. He had recently attended
the convention in the U.S.A. and had been awarded a
gold medal and the trophy for the best exhibit at the
show. The trophy consisted of a double sided toby jug
with Robert E Lee on one side and Ulysses E Grant
on the other, and was the first time it had been won by
someone outside of the US. The display was very
comprehensive with examples of covers with 7 stars
on the flag right up to 11 stars, increasing as each
state joined the Confederacy. Also shown was a cover
with the Galveston postmaster’s provisional stamp, a
truly rare item.
John’s final frame was of Union Patriotic covers which
had been taken from captured Union soldiers or stores
and used by Confederate soldiers within the
confederacy. This was due to paper being in very
short supply. One I particularly liked showed a ‘Brown
Bess’ rifle with the heading ‘The Eloquent Persuader’.

Vienna, which received an LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin
cachet for the flight from Friedrichshafen to Vienna.
The second item was a cover from Rotterdam to
rd
Zurich which travelled on the Graf Zeppelin’s 3 flight
to the Netherlands in June 1932. The third cover flew
on the first flight of the Hindenberg LZ-129 to North
America in May 1936.
Malcolm Allinson

Thursday 2nd June 2016
Guest Speaker: Nick Bridgewater
The Ottoman Empire & Albania
th

The Ottoman Empire was at its zenith during the 16
th
and 17 centuries, when it ruled most of the eastern
Mediterranean.

All in all a really enjoyable evening.
Chris Jackson

Thursday 19th May 2016
Members Three Sheet Competition
As always this competition is competed annually for
the Ian Crickmer trophy. It it customary to select a title
that is as open as possible for members, and is
usually a letter of the alphabet. This year, three letters
were decided upon, X, Y and Z to make the scope
even easier.
The Ottoman Advance in Europe and Asia

Robin Jarman had no trouble in providing 3 sheets
from his Chilean Airmail collection, as the letter Z
stood nicely for Zeppelin. The Graf Zeppelin airship
had been crossing the South Atlantic on a more or
less regular basis since 1930, so in 1932 the Chilean
Postal Authorities decided to use the service officially.
Robin showed covers from succeeding flights in that
year together with explanations of the special postage
rates required. The Authorities did not continue using
the Zeppelin service the following year.
Pete Elms chose Zoological Names and displayed
stamps which had Latin names of the fish; this links to
his other hobby of fishing (and collecting fish). By way
of a bonus Pete showed us a fossilised fish from the
Eocene Period, some 30 million years ago, which
added a little extra dimension to the display.
Malcolm Allinson chose the letter ‘X’ and displayed
three sheets of Cross Post (or X Post) material. The
Cross Post began in 1697 as a short cut for mail from
Exeter on the south coast to Bristol, and eventually to
Chester so that it did not have to go through London
and would be delivered quicker. We saw all three
town marks; Exeter ‘E’; Bristol ‘B’ and Chester ‘C’; all
the earliest and perhaps rarest town marks in postal
history.
The winning entry came from Lyel Swngler with three
airmail covers relating to Zeppelins. The first was a
th
6 July 1931 cover from Rotterdam to New York via
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th

By the 19 century it had become, as Tsar Nicholas
th
commented ‘The sick man of Europe’. During the 18
century foreign countries maintained their own postal
services in Turkey through their own diplomatic
missions. A number of countries had negotiated with
the Ottomans various treaties or ‘Capitulations’, one of
which was to maintain Post Offices within the Ottoman
Empire. These eventually developed into public mail
services but run by foreign states. Turkey itself only
began a mail service in 1840, and even by 1863 there
were only 63 domestic post offices. We saw a number
of examples of letters that such a conglomeration of
different mail opportunities inevitably create.
Turkey issued its first stamps on 1 January 1863, only
the second Asian country to do so behind Russia in
1858. The design consisted of the Turkish emblem of
sovereignty, the tughra, in the centre of the stamp with
various Arabic inscriptions around the perimeters.
Each successive Sultan had his own design of tughra,
rather like we have new stamps for
a new reign, but for far more
important reasons. (Left: tughra for
Sultan Abdülaziz
30/5/1876)

I

(25/6/1861

to

The authorities were none too impressed with these
first home produced stamps, so turned to France to
produce their second issue the Duloz issue (1865 –
1882)
Copyright © Redditch Philatelic Society 2016
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(Right: Duloz issue 1Pa brown Postage
Due inscript ‘OSMNIYE’ (Ottoman
Empire)

On 1 July 1875 Turkey became a
founding member of the General
Postal Union, soon to become the
Universal postal Union.
We then saw a number of various issues including the
Istanbul City Post, the Empire Crescent issue, the
Coat of Arms issue, and many more that represented
th
the country through the turbulent times of the late 19
century and into the First World War. Here Turkey
unfortunately backed the wrong side. Following the
war, and not uniquely, Turkey was carved up by the
allies. Especially in the Balkan states this policy was
disastrous in that it built up more tensions amongst all
of the various populations and even now, its effects
are being felt.

Map showing how Albania relates to the rest of the Balkans

A provisional government was formed in 1920 under
Mustafa Kemal ‘Ataturk’ During this period various
stocks of stamps were overprinted for use, which to
collectors is a difficult area to study due to there being
so few official records of issue dates or usage.

The philatelic history can only be described as slightly
easier to understand. Your writer was very impressed
with the neatly displayed and written up material we
saw., whether directly Albanian stamps, Italian stamps
printed for Albania, overprinted for use by the Italians
after invading in WWII, German overprints of Italian (or
was it Albanian?) stamps when Germany occupied
Albanian after Mussolini’s collapse in September 1943
– the variety of combinations and possibilities seem
endless, and still do to this writer even after further
research!

After much political posturing and
negotiation, Turkey was declared a
republic on 28 October 1923. The
first stamps of the Republic (left)
were a beautiful set of 16 in various
colours depicting a star and
crescent.

Tonight Nick Bridgewater gave us a display of two
distinct yet connected areas that are off the beaten
track as far as main collections go. Like me I am sure
that everyone learned a lot about the Ottomans and
the Balkans both geographically and politically to now
appreciate the area with different views and perhaps
consider it a new area to collect.
Malcolm Allinson

For the second half of the evening Nick turned his
attention to Albania. Before this evening your writer
knew nothing about the stamps or postal history of
Albania, so I was looking forward it. We had been told
at the beginning of the evening there was a
connection between the two displays and we found
out that before the Russo Turkish War (1878), Albania
formed part of the Ottoman Empire.
Various Congress between the super-powers of the
time, including Berlin in 1878 and London in 1912, did
manage to agree on a new Principality of Albania, but
in the process also managed to carve up the whole of
the Balkan region for themselves, with both immediate
and long term disastrous results for local people.
Even today the many regional groups who were forced
to become Montenegrin, Serbian, Albanian, Croatian
Bulgarian are still sporadically fighting for their own
identity, whether within a larger state or for
separatism. There can be no surprise at this as within
2 years of determining Albania’s future those same
superpowers too were at war with each other!!
The history of the region is clearly complicated, and
may never be peacefully resolved to everyone’s
satisfaction.

MIDLAND PHILATELIC FEDERATION
Inter- Society Competitions
This year’s competition was held at Worpex 2016. As
a Society we entered in four of the five disciplines,
oddly not in the Open Class. This writer is unsure as
to any marking system to decide the winning Society,
but I think with two Class Winners, a Best in Show, a
second and a third, Redditch must stand a very good
chance of taking that honour as no other Society was
as consistent. So to the results;
-in the Postal History Class Chris Jackson gained a
Gold, Class Win and Best in Show for his Malvern
Undated Circles;
-in the Aerophilately Class Robin Jarman gained
Gold with FAM9 to Santiago and Buenos Aires;
-Lyel Swingler gained Silver in the Traditional
Stamps Class (a notoriously difficult Class to try!)
with Netherlands New Guinea;
-finally Alan Godfrey gained a Silver Gilt and Class
Win in the Thematic Class with Mosses & Lichens.
Many congratulations to everyone who entered. All of
the results are clearly worth all of the effort.
Malcolm Allinson
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HELVETIA
Switzerland is a republic in the west central Europe. It
consists of a confederation of 26 self-governing
‘Cantons’ or semi- sovereign states. It is bordered by
France, Germany, Italy and Austria. As would be
expected with such variety of neighbours several
languages are spoken but the official ones are
German, French and Italian. Switzerland has always
been a centre for trans-European communications. It
has developed an excellent engineering industry and
is well known for finance and banking.
Postal markings were first used on Swiss mail in the
th
17 century and were all handwritten until 1698 when
the Geneva Post Office began marking letters to
France with a single line handstamp “DE GENEVE”
Between 1798 and 1803, after invasion by France, the
various post offices were organised and were brought
under one single central post office known as
CENTRAL POST BUREAU based in Lucerne, and the
country was divided into five postal Districts.

Various issues followed over the
years, all based upon ‘Helvetia’, either
seated or standing. (Right: 1854 10
Rappen Seated Helvetia)

From 1862 to the present all Swiss
stamps
have
been
inscribed
‘HELVETIA’, the Latin name of the country. It saved
having to write the name Switzerland in three different
languages, an almost impossible task given the size of
the stamps!
The first commemorative stamps appeared in July
1900 to celebrate the silver jubilee of the UPU,
Switzerland having been the home for the first meeting
in 1875 of the General Postal Union (Universal Postal
Union from 1878). Charity stamps have been issued
by Switzerland since 1913, firstly child welfare stamps
inscribe PRO JUVENTUTE which are still issued in
December each year, and then in 1938 charity stamps
for National Fete Day appeared annually. From 1952
these have been known as PRO PATRIA stamps.

During the cantonal period various types of postmarks
were used; the earlier ones being a single line mark,
later the date was included and circular and other
patterns appeared from about 1833
It was not until 1843 that postage stamps were issued,
the first being the Cantonal issues of Zurich in March
and then Geneva in October.

Zurich 4 (rappen) and 6r

Double Geneva

PRO PATRIA stamps of 1952 issued to celebrate the
th
600 Anniversary of Glarus and Zug joining the
Old Swiss Federation in 1352.

Official air stamps were issued upon the opening of an
airmail service between Zurich, Lausanne and Berne
th
on 30 April 1919.

Basel followed in July 1845. The snag was that these
stamps were only valid within each Canton; mail
beyond those boundaries had still to be paid upon
receipt.
During the transitional period after 1848 (following the
adoption of a federal constitution) when local post
offices were being taken over on a national basis, both
Geneva and Zurich issued additional stamps of
various denominations. Geneva issued three stamps
‘VAUD 4’ later replaced by ‘VAUD 5’ and the
‘NEUCHATEL’. The origin of all of these names is still
a mystery. By 1849 the reorganisation of the postal
services was complete and in 1850 the first national
postage stamps were issued with a basic design of a
Swiss cross surmounted by a post horn
They were inscribed ORTS POST or POSTE LOCALE
followed by RAYON I, RAYON II or RAYON III to show
the distance travelled by the letter and of course the
appropriate postage. In 1854 the famous ‘Seated
Helvetia’ stamps appeared – the first Swiss stamps to
be accepted by all countries having postal conventions
with Switzerland. These stamps as well as being
inscribed 10 Rappen also had the value in French,
German and Italian - centimes, franco, centesimi.
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30c and 50c Seated Helvetia definitive overprinted for
airmail use. The 30c overprint was used on the Basel Frankfurt am Main airmail route; the 50c on the Zurich - Bern
- Lausanne route.

1923 saw the first definitive airmail stamps with further
air sets of various designs following. Special stamps
inscribed PRO AERO were issued for mail on special
flights. These stamps were only valid for use on the
specific flights they were issued for.
Swiss stamps have been celebrating a variety of
subjects and remind us of a variety of issues. They
are well printed and colourful and worth collecting,
particularly the early Zurich Geneva and Basle issues.
The post locale stamps are very rare and thus
expensive.
Other particular issues particularly
appreciated are the early PRO JUVENTUTE and PRO
PATRIA sets, and the early airmail issues are quite
difficult to find but can be a very rewarding find.
Sergio Andrioli
Copyright © Redditch Philatelic Society 2016
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THE McCLINTOCK EXPEDITION –
In Search of Franklin 1857-9
Sir John Franklin’s last expedition to the Arctic aboard
the ships “HMS Erebus” and “HMS Terror” was last
seen by whalers in July 1845. By 1848 since nothing
had been heard of the expedition, the British
government had agreed to send out a search party
and over the following years many expeditions, both
official and private, were sent to try and find out what
had happened to Franklin and his crews, but without
success. In 1850 a site was found on Beechey Island
where Franklin had over wintered. In 1854 various
remains were found which, with Inuit testimony,
proved some members of the crew had abandoned
the ships and attempted to walk to the mainland by
way of King William’s Island.
In 1857 the British government had given up hope of
rescuing the Franklin Expedition and was occupied
with the Crimean War. However, Lady Franklin had
not given up hope of finding out what had happened to
her husband’s expedition. She raised finance and
purchased a 177 ton steam yacht, the “Fox”, in April
1857 and hired the services of Captain Francis
Leopold McClintock, an experienced Arctic veteran
who had previously been on three search expeditions.
His crew included a Danish Inuit interpreter, Carl
Peterson, who had previously served under Capt.
Elisha Kent Kane.
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Meanwhile, near Cape Herschel, a dog sledge party
led by Lt. W. R. Hobson located the first written
communication left by Franklin’s men. In a letter dated
May 1847 (below) they read the expedition had over
wintered on Beechey Island and that Franklin was
commanding the expedition; it ended “all well”. The
second message in
the margin of the
same paper was
written a year later,
in April 1848, by
Franklin’s second in
command,
Francis
Crozier. It told that
the ships had been
abandoned and the
survivors intended to
walk to Back’s fish
River
on
the
mainland. He wrote
that Franklin had
th
died on 11 June
1847
and
eight
officers and fifteen
men had also died.
At last the fate of Franklin’s expedition had been
confirmed. McClintock searched the area and found a
large boat, fastened to a large sledge. The boat
contained two skeletons and a collection of various
objects. Hobson found another cairn surrounded by
abandoned equipment and a note left by Lt. Gore in
May 1847, its content similar to the first letter.

Carl Petersen and ‘The Fox’

With an experienced crew of 25 he set sail from
st
Aberdeen on 1 July 1857. They were forced to over
th
winter at Melville Bay until 26 April 1858. They
th
pressed on, reaching Beechey Island on 11 August,
where they built a stone monument to Franklin and
has crew. Once again the “Fox” was forced to over
winter, this time off Point Kennedy. In March 1859
they encountered Inuit hunters who had a number of
Franklin remains which McClintock purchased. Some
of the Inuit told of a group of survivors from a threemasted ship crushed by the ice west of King William’s
Island. Another group of Inuit, also carrying relics of
the Franklin Expedition, described a ship crushed by
the ice and another ship sunk in deep water near King
William’s Island. They said the European survivors
were trying to make for the “large river” with boats, but
many had fallen along the way. Following their
directions McClintock discovered the skeleton of one
of Franklin’s crewmen, who appeared to have died
where he fell.

Contemporary letter signed ‘F L McClintock Vice Admiral’
th

The “Fox” started the journey home on 9 August
1859; the Inuit guides were paid off and discharged at
Godhavn, on the west coast of Greenland. The
st
expedition finally reached London on 21 September
1859, having lost three members of her crew.
In recognition of his achievements McClintock was
knighted and elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in
1865. McClintock and his crew were all awarded the
Arctic Medal and his officers and crew shared a
parliamentary award of £5,000. McClintock remained
an advisor to the Navy on polar travel until his death in
1907, even helping Captain Scott to prepare for his
own expedition to the Antarctic aboard “Discovery” in
1901-4.
Alan Godfrey

Halcyon is produced for members of the Redditch Philatelic Society and anyone else with an interest in stamp collecting. If you are not a
member of the Society and are interested in joining, please come along to one of our meetings, on the first and third Thursday of the month
(September to June) at St. Luke’s Memorial Hall, Headless Cross, Redditch B97 4JX. Visitors are also welcome to any of our meetings.
You are welcome to visit our website www.redditch-philatelic.org.uk for our programme, news and other Society activities.
Articles and statements made in this Newsletter are by individuals and are not necessarily the views or policies of the Society.
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